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7T’s Sizini App Lands in the
Fast Company’s List of World Changing Ideas

(DALLAS, TX) - May 27, 2021 - 7T, a cutting-edge Dallas custom software development
company, is proud to announce that its Sizini mobile application has received recognition in Fast
Company’s 2021 List of World Changing Ideas.

“At 7T, we develop cutting edge technology that solves real world problems and Sizini is a
wonderful example of this,” explained Kishore Khandavalli, Founder and CEO of 7T, Inc. He
added, “Sizini is a next generation garment fitting mobile app that leverages augmented reality
(AR) technology to create a virtual fitting room. It’s a first of its kind app that solves two
problems that online clothing retailers routinely face: size misfits and an inability to visualize how
the garment looks on the buyer.”

Sizini transforms the user’s smartphone into a virtual fitting room by capturing key
measurements and selecting the right size garments. Then, the app serves up an AR
environment where the buyer can virtually “wear” the clothing item. This makes the buying
experience very real for the shopper, while ensuring a better fit in a way that minimizes returns
for the merchant.

Sizini couples complex machine learning algorithms and augmented reality technology using a
smartphone to create a virtual fitting room.

7T’s Sizini mobile app was recognized in the North America category for the List of World
Changing Ideas for 2021.

About 7T
7T is a leading digital transformation company headquartered in Dallas, Texas. The company’s
expertise spans the most advanced platforms including custom mobile apps, ERP platforms,
CRM systems, cloud data solutions, data governance tools and beyond. 7T works with Fortune
500 companies, as well as innovative startups in a variety of industries. For more information,
visit 7T.co.
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